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Psychology of the Image
2012-12-06

psychology of the image outlines a theoretical framework bringing together the semiotic concepts developed by charles peirce
the sociological insights of ervin goffman and the psychoanalytic ideas of jacques lacan image studies in fashion advertising
photography film studies and psychology have been influenced by these theorists in significant ways the framework presented
helps the reader understand how these ideas relate to the study of different domains of the image the internal imagery of
dreams external images such as the photograph and image processes which span both contexts e g images we have about
ourselves the topics discussed are organised into three themes the first considers mental imagery including sound and dreams
the second addresses the interdependent nature of internal and external images e g the gendered self and social identity in
the third theme attention turns to external images including television film photography the computer and the internet
psychology of the image will be of interest to undergraduates postgraduates lecturers and researchers in the fields of
psychology media studies and sociology

Ahsen's Image Psychology
1994

kosslyn makes an impressive case for the view that images are critically involved in the life of the mind in a series of ingenious
experiments he provides hard evidence that people can construct elaborate mental images search them for specific
information and perform such other internal operations as mental rotation

Image and Mind
1980

provides a current and comprehensive review of the literature on imagery in psychology and traces the evolution of the topic
from ancient to modern times

Imagery in Psychology
2004-05-30

this revolutionary new book the way of the image brings us the foundation for an incredibly rich and profound approach to the
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psyche one based on objective knowledge of how to translate the meaning of images dream images fantasy images images
from film literature art and even the latest newspaper headlines into language we can all use to understand ourselves and our
world readers will discover the stunning viewpoint brought to us by one of the greatest psychologists of our era and a whole
new vista of the human psyche will open up the revolutionary propositions in this book have astounding implications everyone
who is interested in knowing about themselves about their dreams about how therapy can and should work and about the way
the world of our psyche works will find this fascinating book to be a guide for the rest of their life

Magic Power of Self Image Psychology
1987-12-02

that painting is at least in part an expression of the painter s personality is obvious from the differences between very
impulsive and very controlled painters between the paintings of a picasso for example and a piet mondriaan but these
differences have not been looked at in a controlled setting in this book machotka sets out to understand the images produced
by a broad sample of students and to connect them to the students inner lives to their interpersonal relations their wishes and
fears their impulses and inhibitions their image making was followed in detail and their personality was studied in a long
clinical interview producing a rich individual picture of the style and substance of the inner life of each then the images were
grouped into seven types by cluster analysis the personal data were found to fit the image clusters closely for example images
with little form and much narration were produced by people with strong compensatory longings while dense collaged images
were made by participants who exercised relentless control over one major issue in their life other individuals had a strong
need to integrate their lives and produced well formed well composed images as expected no single motive explained all
artistic activity but the style of the images such as their inhibited formality abstractness or fluid boldness reflected what could
be called the map of each participant s interpersonal world

The Way of the Image
2009

this book based on a conference in seoul korea in 2004 examines the image research in 3 parts under the theory of brand
attachment the 3 parts are theories of image country image and individual and celebrity source image

The Magic Power of Self Image Psychology
2002
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moving jungian psychology from types to images to an image based archetypal psychology is james hillman s concern in this
volume this volume leads from hillman s principal essay on typology egalitarian typologies versus the perception of the unique
to his expansive inquiry into image hillman instigates an active re visioning re imagining of psychology as a self generative
activity of the soul an image is given by the imagining perspective and can only be perceived by an act of imagining

Painting and Our Inner World
2012-12-06

first published in 1999 routledge is an imprint of taylor francis an informa company

Creating Images and the Psychology of Marketing Communication
2006-08-15

this long awaited work by prominent harvard psychologist stephen kosslyn integrates a twenty year research program on the
nature of high level vision and mental imagery image and brain marshals insights and empirical results from computer vision
neuroscience and cognitive science to develop a general theory of visual mental imagery its relation to visual perception and
its implementation in the human brain it offers a definitive resolution to the long standing debate about the nature of the
internal representation of visual mental imagery kosslyn reviews evidence that perception and representation are inextricably
linked and goes on to show how quasi pictorial events in the brain are generated interpreted and used in cognition the theory
is tested with brain scanning techniques that provide stronger evidence than has been possible in the past known for his work
in high level vision one of the most empirically successful areas of experimental psychology kosslyn uses a highly
interdisciplinary approach he reviews and integrates an extensive amount of literature in a coherent presentation and reports a
wide range of new findings using a host of techniques a bradford book

From Types to Images
2021-07-19

serving to bridge the gap between differing approaches to psychology this new text provides some of the most compelling
evidence yet for the subjective presence and objective efficacy of the mental image in this day and age of dissociation
between physiological psychologists and other psychologists between cognitive scientist and mentalist between researchers
and practitioners mental imagery and its psychophysiology pose some intellectually sticky problems and some promising
resolutions that should bind together differing disciplines within psychology
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Image and Word in Ahsen's Image Psychology
2000

the fifth volume of imagery emanates from the matrix of presentations offered after the conventions of the american
association for mental imagery for the years 1987 and 1988 the first meeting was held in toronto the second at yale university
an overview of the presentations covered such a variety of subjects that we thought the subtitle would be most appropriately
current perspectives for the first time in five volumes two contributions are related to anthropological imagery by caughey and
brink john caughey whose book imaginary social worlds pioneered the social psychology approach to the silent inner
imagination offers a fine chapter in anthropological imagery of his own experiences with sufi mystics in pakistan and
micronesian islanders in the western pacific compared to middle class americans nicholas brink follows with a chapter on the
healing powers of the native american medicine wheel theoretical studies with interesting experimental designs are presented
by huneycutt fa functional analysis of imagined interaction activity in everyday life by kunzendorf and hoyle on auditory
percepts mental images and hypnotic hallucinations similarities and differences in auditory evoked potentials and by giambia
and grodsky on task unrelated images and thoughts while reading the relationship between creativity and mental imgery is
presented by h rosenberg and w trusheim entitled creative transformations how visual artists musicians and dancers use
mental imagery in their work and colalillo kates discusses dreamjourneys using guided imagery and transformational fantasy
with children

The Function and Nature of Imagery
1972

image and brain attempts what is rarely seen in cognitive neuroscience the big picture to be sure it is kosslyn s big picture but
that is probably the best there is irving biederman william m keck professor of cognitive neuroscience university of southern
california this long awaited work by prominent harvard psychologist stephen kosslyn integrates a twenty year research
program on the nature of high level vision and mental imagery image and brain marshals insights and empirical results from
computer vision neuroscience and cognitive science to develop a general theory of visual mental imagery its relation to visual
perception and its implementation in the human brain it offers a definitive resolution to the long standing debate about the
nature of the internal representation of visual mental imagery kosslyn reviews evidence that perception and representation are
inextricably linked and goes on to show how quasi pictorial events in the brain are generated interpreted and used in cognition
the theory is tested with brain scanning techniques that provide stronger evidence than has been possible in the past known
for his work in high level vision one of the most empirically successful areas of experimental psychology kosslyn uses a highly
interdisciplinary approach he reviews and integrates an extensive amount of literature in a coherent presentation and reports a
wide range of new findings using a host of techniques a bradford book
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Psychologists in Word and Image
1995

image and sensing have been underrated in western thought but have come into their own since the romantic movement and
have always been valued by poets and mystics images come in all shapes and sizes and give expression to our felt sense of life
we say we are made in the image of god yet god has no image what kind of image do we mean an impalpable image carrying
impalpable sense an ineffable sense permeates and takes us beyond the five senses creating infinities within everyday life
some people report experiencing colour and sound when they write or hear words sensing mediates the feel of life often giving
birth to image in this compelling book the author leads us through an array of images and sensing in many dimensions of
experience beginning with a sense of being born all through life psychosis mystical moments the body the pregnancy of no
shame his session with andre green and his thoughts related to james grotstein wilfred bion and marion milner

Body Image and Personality
1968

over 5 000 high school students of different social religious and national backgrounds were studied to show the effects of
family experience neighborhoods minority groups etc on their self image and response to society originally published in 1965
the princeton legacy library uses the latest print on demand technology to again make available previously out of print books
from the distinguished backlist of princeton university press these editions preserve the original texts of these important books
while presenting them in durable paperback and hardcover editions the goal of the princeton legacy library is to vastly increase
access to the rich scholarly heritage found in the thousands of books published by princeton university press since its founding
in 1905

The Image and Appearance of the Human Body
2013-11-05

this book collects some of the most exciting pioneering work in perceptual and cognitive psychology the authors quantitative
approach to the study of mental images and their representation is clearly depicted in this invaluable volume of research which
presents interprets evaluates and extends their work the selections are preceded by a thorough review of the history of their
experiments and all of the articles have been updated with reviews of the current literature the book s first part focuses on
mental rotation the second includes other more complex transformations and sequences of transformations a third part
describes work on rotational transformations in the context of the perceptual illusion of apparent motion roger n shepard is
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professor of psychology stanford university lynn a cooper is professor of psychology university of arizona a bradford book

Image And Brain
1996-08-26

emotional image therapy eit is a new method of psychotherapy belonging to its psychodynamic direction this method
addresses any chronic negative emotional states underlying the psychological or psychosomatic problems of the individual the
means of analyzing the causes of these states are images of these states spontaneously represented by the client and the
means of their correction are emotional and semantic influences about 30 methods that the client himself implements in
relation to these images this allows surprisingly quickly solve many psychological and psychosomatic problems among them
are phobias anxieties emotional dependencies psychosomatic pains allergies asthma neurodermatitis thyroid gland diseases
and much more the author of the emotional image therapy professor of the moscow institute of psychoanalysis nikolay linde
provides a theoretical basis of eit and methods of practical work the book contains numerous examples 153 from the author s
personal practice in which readers can find analogies with problems from their own lives or those of their acquaintances or
clients a set of imaginative exercises developed by the author allows to expand our ideas about ourselves and the laws of
psychology the book also provides a dictionary of interpretations of images of fantasies or dreams of clients this book is
intended for psychologists practitioners psychotherapists students of psychological and medical universities but it can also be
useful to all people who are interested in practical psychology and the possibilities of providing psychological help to
themselves and others

The Psychophysiology of Mental Imagery
1990

this book lays the foundation to the author s widely acclaimed theory of social representations a theory that re defines the field
of social psychology its problems concepts and their symbolic and communicative functions and that formulates a profoundly
interactive study of complex social phenomena

Imagery
1990-03-31

does a proper respect for science require psychologists to view man as an impotent reactor whose responses are completely
determined by his physical constitution and the forces impinging upon him in this wise and well argued book isidor chein
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invites his readers to lift their eyes from experimental research for a time to consider the relationship between science and the
image of man few psychologists even the most gifted and dedicated among them pause to consider the philosophical
underpinnings of their work it is almost as though the humanist secretly lurking in each of them is fearful of the bad news he
might finally be forced to accept that man is essentially an exquisitely complicated robot this fear is misplaced and harmful it is
largely responsible for the disturbing fact that scientific psychology has produced in chein s estimate so little that is relevant to
the humanities so little as he puts it that has lived up to psychology s promise to itself what must be more widely understood is
that it does not follow that behavioral law is reducible to physiological law or that physiological law is reducible to physical law
with an uncompromising commitment to scientific method chein shows that when closely analyzed there is actually no need to
assume an unbridgeable gap between scientific psychology and psychoanalytic humanistic psychology this is a lucid and
powerful theoretical work of importance for scholars in all fields sharing the belief that the proper study of mankind is man the
science of behavior and the image of man is written by the most intellectually stimulating and respected representative of
scientific humanistic psychology robert b holt professor of psychology graduate school of arts and sciences new york university

The Magic Power of Self-image Psychology
1964

a companion volume to art and illusion the image and the eye provides a comprehensive and intriguing overview of art and our
perception of it in a series of papers and lectures professor gombrich presents his thoughts and arguments on subjects as
diverse as photography s tricks with perspective the problems of expressing emotion through art and how pictorial
representation can alter the way in which we see the real world like all professor gombrich s works these masterly pieces
display a lively curiosity and an infectious enthusiasm for understanding the challenges presented by art copyright libri gmbh
all rights reserved

Image and Brain
1994-01-01

mental imagery has been a controversial topic in psychology the major problem has been the inherently private nature of
mental images this book summarises the arguments and positions puts them in context and shows how modern neuroscientific
methods can illustrate the representational nature of mental imagery
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Image, Sense, Infinities, and Everyday Life
2016

body image psychological predictors social influences and gender differences opens with a presentation of results of a study on
sport active and sport inactive adolescents their perception of body image and their associated eating habits and sport
participation motives following this the authors examined the association between feminist beliefs empowerment and positive
body image through an online sample of 302 british women additionally the authors examine adolescent boys body image and
its relationship to their subjective well being as well as the effect of the parent adolescent relationship on body image and their
subjective well being the penultimate chapter discusses research findings regarding body image issues in men of color risk
factors associated with body dissatisfaction in men of color are explored including a discussion of cultural and race related
factors that may impact the development of body image issues the allocentric lock model of eating disorders is explored in the
concluding chapter providing a rich conceptual framework for elucidating the source of body image disturbance and factors
causing patients with eating disorders to be locked in a body that they detest

Society and the Adolescent Self-Image
2015-12-08

perception of pixelated images covers the increasing use of these images in everyday life as communication socialization and
commerce increasingly rely on technology the literature in this book is dispersed across a wide group of disciplines from
perception and psychology to neuroscience computer science engineering and consumer science the book summarizes the
research to date answering such questions as what are the spatial and temporal limits of perceptual discrimination of pixelated
images what are the optimal conditions for maximizing information extracted from pixelated images and how does the method
of pixelation compromise or assist perception integrates research from psychology neuroscience computer science and
engineering explains how the process of perception works for pixelated images identifies what assists and hinders perception
including the method of pixelation discusses the limits of perception of pixelated images

Mental Images and Their Transformations
1982

healing images the role of imagination in health details the function and capacity of imagination in health this work consists of
22 chapters and discusses theory research and clinical applications presented is a brief history of the use of imagery for
healing in both eastern and western traditions a review of research that deals with the physiological consequences of imagery
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and related approaches and an explanation of how images lead to such bodily changes healing images covers the latest theory
and research on the relationship between imagery cerebral laterality and healing an attempt is also made to integrate modern
systems theory with concepts of information and energy which disclose the role of imagery and love in health imagery and
music in health are also discussed

Emotion-image therapy (EIT) [analytical and effective]
2021-01-23

after reading this book you ll never be able to hear humphrey bogart s famous quote here s looking at you kid without a
thousand thoughts racing through your head that will undoubtedly put a smile on your face and make everyone else wonder
what you know that they don t

Psychoanalysis
2008-02-19

when discussion began four years aga about launehing the american association for the study of mental imagery there was still
a great deal of skepticism on the part of many academic and clinical psychologists they held to the gradually diminishing view
that mental imagery was too idiosyncratic a subject for intensive study however there were sufficient visionaries to recognize
the undeniable importance of imagery for the functioning of life in memory and the transmission of information through the
valiant efforts of these pioneers in psychology art and movement therapy and others in the field of human relations the
organization has grown and flourished even more important is the burgeoning of knowledge about the ubiquitous nature of
imagery and its impact on life the third annual meeting of aasmi was held in 1981 at yale university under the sponsorship of
president elect jerome l singer sixty five persons presented papers workshops and theoretical studies this volume represents
the broad array of topics and approaches offered at the conference while it is informative and stimulating to read and study
the articles in this volume they can convey only a fraction of the excitement and the knowledge available to those who
attended the conference the reader will reap a two fold benefit from this volume for not only does it cover a vast array of topics
related to imagery but it also offers the strong possibility that the results of these works can be included in one s daily work as
a clinician and or researcher

The Science of Behavior and the Image of Man
2017-07-05
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combining detailed case material and over 80 examples of patients work the author describes how the symbolic image and the
style in which it is represented often relate to a particular stage in the integration of painful experiences as the image and the
style change so does the individual who discovers previously untapped sources of creativity and inner strength drawing on
theoretical insights of jung balint milner winnicott and others r m simon brings to life the different ways in which patients
experience art therapy and the shifting role of the therapist responding to their needs

Psychology of the TV Image
1980

michael tye untangles the complex web of empirical and conceptual issues of the newly revived imagery debate in psychology
between those that liken mental images to pictures and those that liken them to linguistic descriptions he also takes into
account longstanding philosophical issues to arrive at a comprehensive up to date view and an original theory that provides
answers to questions raised in both psychology and philosophy drawing on the insights of stephen kosslyn and the work on
vision of david mart tye develops a new theory of mental imagery that includes an account of imagistic representation and also
tackles questions about the phenomenal qualities of mental images image indeterminacy the neurophysiolgical basis of
imagery and the causal relevance of image content to behavior tye introduces the history of philosophical views on the nature
of mental imagery from aristotle to kant he examines the reasons for the decline of picture theories of imagery and the use of
alternative theories the reemergence of the picture theory with special reference to the work of stephen kosslyn and the
contrasting view that mental images are inner linguistic descriptions rather than pictorial representations he then proposes his
own theory of images interpreted as symbol filled arrays in part like pictures and in part like linguistic descriptions addresses
the issue of vagueness in some features of mental images and argues that images need not have qualia to account for their
phenomenological character tye concludes by discussing the questions of how images are physically realized in the brain and
how the contents of images can be causally related to behavior

The Image and the Eye
1982

The Case for Mental Imagery
2006-03-09
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Body Image
2020

How People Look at Pictures
2012-09-01

Perception of Pixelated Images
2016-01-21

Healing Images
2016-12-05

The Image and Appearance of the Human Body
1950

The Image and the Eye
1982

The Sociobiology of Visual Images
2018-05-03
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Applied Psychology ...: Power of mental imagery
1920

Theoretical and Clinical Applications
1983-10

Symbolic Images in Art as Therapy
1997

The Imagery Debate
2000-03-13
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